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Sections in watercolour paintings which should remain 
blank, can easily be treated with ammoniafree masking flu-
ids like liquid frisket available in a jar or the practical Aqua 
masking pen.

While other comparable products today still contain ammo-
nia (due to the use of natural latex), Schmincke eliminated 
this pungent ingredient (indicated by the danger symbol) 
already several years ago. Instead, the Schmincke masking 
fluids are made from synthetic – and therefore ammonia-
free – raw material which has the same properties as com-
parable products. 

The AQUA masking pen from Schmincke is available in two 
versions: neutral (50 730) and coloured (50 731), the latter 
to be used on a white background for better contrast. The 
practical pen contains 25 ml, should be shaken prior to use 
and be applied with the tip of the masking pen. Due to the 
fineness of the tip the pen is ideal for clean, precise appli-
cations to create finest details, lines, scripts etc. 

Liquid frisket neutral (50 300) and liquid frisket coloured 
(50 303) are available in jars of 20 ml, 100 ml and 250 ml 
and should also be well shaken prior to use. The product 
is ready to use and the application should be done with a 
brush, nib pen or wooden drawing stick. The thinner the 
masking fluid is applied, the shorter is the drying time. 
You can see when the fluid is dry, the milky fluid becomes 
transparent. 

When completely dry, the masking fluids can simply be 
painted over either with watercolour, gouache or airbrush 
colours like AERO COLOR

®
 Professional etc. 

The liquid frisket can easily be rubbed off from the dry 
paint, by hand (or using an eraser) – but should not be 
peeled off. It is important that the masking fluid is not left 
on the paper or background for more than 2 days. After 
removal, the previously masked areas are visible again. We 
recommend pre-tests on the paper used. 

AQUA Masking pen and Liquid Frisket: 
ammonia-free masking fluids from Schmincke

Product information
Masking Fluid, ammonia-free



The described product attributes and application examples have been tes-
ted in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current 
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applica-
tions in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions, 
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a 
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes 
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our in-
formation; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users' 
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide 
a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that 
occur in connection with the use of our products.

By the way:  Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our 
website www.schmincke.de  (e.g. download/safety data sheets). 
For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab! 
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.  
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